Polymorph selection and nucleation pathway in the crystallization of Hertzian spheres.
The crystallization process of Hertzian spheres is studied by means of molecular dynamics simulations in an NPT ensemble where the total number of particles N, the pressure P, and the temperature T are kept constant. It has been observed that the bond orientational ordering rather than the translational ordering (density) plays a primary role. The crystal polymorphs are determined by the state points. Under the conditions of small supercooling, the system is likely to be nucleated into crystals that have a preference for the metastable bcc structure, which can be regarded as a manifestation of the Alexander-McTague mechanism. In contrast, small nuclei are found to have a preference for fcc symmetry under conditions of a high degree of supercooling. Prestructured precursors that act as seeds and wet on the nuclei during nucleation always have a high degree of bcc-like ordering, despite different state points. The results above may provide a clue to the understanding of the crystallization process in core-softened particles.